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a b s t r a c t
This paper describes a new approach to the analysis of protein 3D structure based on the Secondary
Structure (SS) representation. The focus is here on structural motif retrieval. The strategy is derived from
the Generalized Hough Transform (GHT), but considering as structural primitive element, the triplet of
SSs. The triplet identity is evaluated on the triangle having the vertices on the SS midpoints, and is represented by the three midpoints distances. The motif is characterized by the complete set of triplets, so
the Reference Table (RT) has a tuple for each triplet. Tuples contain, beside the discriminant component
(the three edge lengths), the mapping rule, i.e. the Reference Point (RP) location referred to the triplet. In
the macromolecule to be analyzed, each possible triplet is searched in the RT and every match gives a
contribution to a candidate location of the RP. Presence and location of the searched motif are certiﬁed
by the collection of a number of contribution equal (obviously in absence of noise and ambiguities) to
the RT cardinality (i.e. the number of motif triplets). The approach is tested on twenty proteins selected
randomly from the PDB, but having a different number of SSs ranging from 14 to 46. The retrieval of all
possible structural blocks composed by three, four and ﬁve SSs (very compact and completely distributed) have been conducted. The results show valuable performances for precision and computation time.
Ó 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Many evolutionarily and functionally meaningful links between
proteins come to light through the analysis of their spatial 3D
structures. Protein structure and morphology are signiﬁcant to
understand and predict their functionality (Shuoyong et al.,
2007). Protein structure comparison is an important issue that
helps biologists to understand various aspects of protein function
and evolution. For this reason protein comparison and retrieval
are basic issues that helps biologists to comprehend various aspects of the phylogenetic evaluation and of the tasks performed
i.e. proteins role in the machinery of life.
The protein 3D structure is vitally important in many biological
applications, such as rational drug design. The retrieval of a protein
3D structure can be achieved by different experimental and bioinformatics methods. To this aim, X-ray crystallography is a powerful
tool although time-consuming, expensive, and not feasible for all
proteins (e.g. so far very few membrane protein structures have
been determined). Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is another
tool that can be employed to determine the 3D structures of mem-
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brane proteins, even though time-consuming and costly. In order
to acquire the structural information in a timely manner, it is possible to adopt various bioinformatics tools (see, e.g. (Li et al., 2011;
Ma et al., 2012; Wang and Chou, 2011; Chou et al., 1997; Wang and
Chou, 2012) and a review Chou, 2005). The present study is devoted to develop a novel method to search a database of protein
structures for 3D patterns of secondary structural elements.
Structural comparison and protein structure retrieval problems
have been studied in the structural biology community. In most
cases just representing the set of the protein by a set of SS elements. Can and Wang (2003) present a new method for conducting
protein structure similarity searches and applies differential geometry knowledge on their 3D structure for extracting ‘‘signatures’’
such as curvature, torsion and SS type. Camoglu et al. (2003), to
ﬁnd similarities in protein database, build an indexing structure
based on SS elements triplets by using R-tree. Chionh et al.
(2003) propose the SCALE algorithm to compare protein 3D
structures through matrices that utilizes angles and distances between SS elements. Krissinel and Henrick (2004) describe the
Secondary Structure Matching (SSM) algorithm for comparison in
3D, including an original procedure for matching graphs built on
the protein’s SS elements, that is followed by an iterative 3D alignment of protein backbone C a atoms. Chi et al. (2004) design a fast
system for protein structural block retrieval by using image based
distance matrices and multidimensional indices. The 1D string
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representation of local protein structure retains a degree of structural information. This type of representation can be a powerful
tool for comparison and classiﬁcation. Friedberg et al. (2006) described the use of a particular structure fragment library, denoted
as KL-strings, for the 1D representation of protein structure and
developed an infrastructure for comparing structures with 1D representation. Shuoyong et al. (2007) developed a program, ProSMoS
(Protein Structure Motif Search) to ﬁnd fold-level structural similarities and to search for the presence of structural motifs. This
package searches a library of protein structures for user deﬁned
3D patterns of SS elements. Also a web server to make a patternbased search, using interaction matrix representation of protein
structures (Shuoyong et al. (2009)), has been developed. Albrecht
et al. (2008) propose a different approach and apply data reduction
techniques directly to the protein structure and convert 3D data
into 2D so accelerating the structural comparisons. Zotenko et al.
(2007) propose an approach to speed up protein comparison by
mapping a protein structure to a high-dimensional vector and
approximating structural similarity by suitable distances between
the corresponding vectors. Zhang et al. (2009) by a transition probability matrix and some structural characteristic vectors of proteins developed FDOD (Function of Degree of Disagreement) a
score scheme to measure the protein similarity. Nguyen and
Madhusudhan (2011) propose a new algorithm, CLICK, to capture
such similarities. This method optimally superimposes a pair of
protein structures independently of their topology and can generally be applied to compare any pair of molecular structures represented in Cartesian coordinates as exempliﬁed by the RNA
structure superimposition benchmark. Cantoni and Mattia (2012)
and Cantoni et al. (2012) made a study for retrieving structural motifs by using GHT and range tree. This approach is completely new,
because the analysis is based on the 3D spatial distribution of the SS.
In this paper, a new approach for structural block retrieval
based on protein SS comparison is proposed. Here, triangles joining
the middle points of the SS triplets are considered as ‘‘structural
elements’’ and all the block triangles are compared with all the
macromolecule triangles. The focus of the paper is on the retrieval
of an existing structural block completely and precisely known.
The block can be deﬁned without constraints such as adjacency,
distance limits, homogeneity, etc. The only constraints is that the
SS components exist in the protein macromolecule.
The rest of the paper is organized as following. Section II introduces the GHT and the triangle approaches. Section III represents
the experiments and their results. In the ﬁnal session IV a brief discussion and the future works are described.

in the triangle barycenter, the y-axis passing through the farthest
vertex, the x-axis on the triangle plane, and the z-axis following
the triangle plane normal (see Fig. 1).
The coordinates of the RP are determined with respect to this
local reference system. A structural block, that in the sequel we
name motif, is deﬁned by a few SSs, and for each motif a RP is ﬁxed
in the center of gravity of the midpoints of these SSs. Being n the
number of motif SSs, the number t of triplets/triangles is given by:

Fig. 1. Local reference system representation for the A, B, C triplet. The comparison
parameters are the length of triangle edges (i.e. the mid-points distances). Other
discriminant parameters can be considered such as: type of SS (p-helices, a-helices,
b-strands, etc.), SS lengths (i.e. number of amino acids), types of amino, etc.

Table 1
Algorithm for the retrieval of all possible r motifs contained in a set of M proteins.
Input: Protein DSSP ﬁles; N i : number of protein SSs; m: number of motif SSs
Output: Locations of candidate motifs in the accumulator ARP , representing
the parameter space.
1 for i = 1 to M do
2
Calculate all m combinations of N i : r ¼ CðN i ; mÞ
3
for j = 1 to r do
4
Find the motif barycenter RP
5
Calculate the number of motif triangles: c ¼ Cðm; 3Þ
6
Calculate the number of protein triangles: p ¼ CðN i ; 3Þ
7
for k = 1 to c do
8
Compute the edge lengths of motif triangle: d1k ; d2k ; d3k //RT
constituents
9
for l = 1 to p do
10
Compute the lengths of protein triangle: d1l ; d2l ; d3l
11
for k = 1 to c do
12
if matchðd1k ; d2k ; d3k and d1l ; d2l ; d3l Þ then ARPl ¼ ARPl þ 1
13
Compute the peaks in HS
14
Assign the position with the expected votes as candidate RP

2. Methodology
In this paper a novel approach, GHT-based, for motif retrieval is
proposed. The GHT is used for comparison and search of structural
similarity between a given structural block (a motif or a domain or
the entire protein) and the proteins of a database like the PDB. Note
that, if the searched structure is just a component of a protein (like
a structural motif or a domain) the same algorithm supports the
detection and the statistical distribution of these components.The
primitive patterns to which is applied the cumulative voting procedure are triplets of SSs, that is the structural elements are the triangles having the vertices in the middle point of the SS triplets.
2.1. The triangular structural elements
In this algorithm we use SS triplets for motif retrieval in protein
macromolecule. In three-dimension, middle points of three SSs are
joined and an imaginary triangle is composed. So, through the SS
triplets a local reference system is set up, e.g. having the origin

Fig. 2. A heterogeneous motif composed of two helices A and C, and two strands B
and D. In this case t ¼ 4, the corresponding triangles are shown on the left of the
ﬁgure. In detail, it is represented the center of gravity of triangle ABC and it is
shown the correspondence displacement, i.e. the RP position. If the motif is
completely contained in the macromolecule the corresponding RP location receive
one contribution for each of the four triangles, as shown (the other three
contributions are just sketched).
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SSs of 1FNB protein and Greek Key Motif
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Fig. 3. SSs of the 1FNB protein. Green lines are a-helices and pink lines are b-strands. Bold lines form the four-SS motif. RP and Max. vote coordinates are coincident. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

t ¼ Cðn; 3Þ ¼

n!
ðn  3Þ!3!

ð1Þ

For each triangle in the motif the three length values are used to
characterize and identify the triplets. So the tuples of the Hough RT
is composed by the three edge length parameters (for matching
discrimination) and by the three coordinates of the RP expressed
in the corresponding local triangle reference system (mapping rule
for locating the candidate position of the RP). The cardinality of the
RT is the number of motif triangles t.
Being N the number of SSs in the protein macromolecule, the
number T of triplets is given by: T ¼ CðN; 3Þ. For each of the T triplets, the edge lengths are computed. Then motif triangles t and
macromolecule triangles T are compared. For every match a vote
is given according to the displacement deﬁned by the candidate
RP position of the matching triplet. Table 1 shows a sketch of this
algorithm for searching all possible motifs in a set of M proteins.
Fig. 2 shows an example of four heterogeneous SSs motif. Generally, as established above, the RP is ﬁxed on the motif barycenter,
instead in Fig. 2 it has been located outside for evidencing graphically the voting process. Fig. 3 shows just an example of search of
the Greek Key motif composed of four b-strands on the protein
1FNB containing 22 SSs.
3. Experiments and performances
The aim of this experiment is to test precision and computation
time of the proposed method.
In order to assess the statistical performances the following
three cross-validation methods are often used: independent dataset test, subsampling (or K-fold cross validation) test, and jackknife
test (Chou and Zhang, 1995). In particular, the jackknife test is considered less arbitrary in that it always produces a unique result for
a given dataset. The rationale is: (i) for the independent dataset
test, the selection of the test samples could be quite arbitrary unless the number of independent samples is sufﬁciently large, thus
leading to potentially different results (Chou and Zhang, 1995);
(ii) for the subsampling test, the cross-validation is usually employed, but the number of possible selections in dividing a dataset
can grow quite fast even for a very simple dataset, as proved in
(Chou, 2011). Therefore, only a small fraction of the possible selections can be taken into account. Also in this case, different selec-

tions can lead to different results even for the same dataset; (iii)
in the jackknife test, all the samples in the benchmark dataset
are singled out one-by-one and tested by training through the
remaining samples. This test can exclude the ’’memory’’ effect
and also the arbitrariness problem because the result is always unique for a given benchmark dataset. As a consequence, the jackknife test has been increasingly used to assess the performance
of various predictors (see, e.g. (Chen et al., 2012; Esmaeili et al.,
2010; Chou, 2001; Guo et al., 2011; Hayat and Khan, 2012; Mei,
2012; Zou et al., 2011; Chou et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2012)).
In this connection a set of proteins has been randomly selected
among the PDB 82160 structures1 having a number of SSs ranging
from 14 to 46 (a number of residue from 174 to 496). All possible
structural blocks having three, four and ﬁve SSs each, have been retrieved; note that each motif (searched structural block) could be
homogeneous or heterogeneous (i.e. constituted by an arbitrary
number of helices h or splines s the only rule is that h + s equals
the number of motif SSs). Table 2 reports the number of experiments
(i.e. column three: number of motifs) and the cumulative and average time performances (the given computation times are related to a
desktop computer with a processor Intel Core 2 Duo 6600, 2.4 GHz,
2 GB RAM).
In all the about 7.5 million cases, the matching of candidates
terns with the RT tuples has been veriﬁed with an edge length tolerance e ¼ 1%. In all cases, the collected RP locations had exactly
the expected number of votes/contributions (one, four and ten
respectively for three, four and ﬁve SSs per motif). Moreover, no
spurious peaks have been detected, and no displacement from
the true RP position could be measured: the motif location (just
the one where the model was deﬁned) perfectly coincides with
the true RP location. Details on the number of tests and the average
search time per motif and for proteins are given in Figs. 4 and 5,
respectively.
The average searching time is conﬁned to about a millisecond
for small proteins (ranging from 0.75 to 1.5 for about 10 SSs) to a
range among 6 ms to 8 ms for the greatest proteins (about 50
SSs, obviously the lower limit corresponds to motif composed of
three SSs).

1

http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/.
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Table 2
Proteins and a few important parameters.
Number of proteins

Number of SSs per motif

Number of motifs

Total searching time (sec)

Average searching time per motif (msec)

20
20
20

3
4
5

105,971
918,470
6,455,009

768.508
10303.806
111809.428

7.3 [0.9–11.7]
11.2 [1.2–16.9]
17.3 [1.4–24.4]

Fig. 4. Number of candidate motifs tested for each protein of the benchmark. All possible combination of three, four and ﬁve SSs have been tested. The protein set covers a
range of 10 to 50 secondary structures.

Fig. 5. The resulting searching time for each motif of three, four and ﬁve SSs as versus the protein size i.e number of protein secondary structure.
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4. Conclusions
Comparing protein structures and retrieving motif remain an
active area of development in structural biology. The new approach
refers to the structural analysis of the 3D distribution of SSs. In this
paper the problem of combining SS triplets for searching general
motifs (details are given for the cases of three, four and ﬁve SSs),
in protein structure datasets is considered. The comparison is conducted, by considering triangles as primitives (or, as basic structural elements) using motif and macromolecule triplets. We form
the imaginary triangles joining the middle points of three SSs
and use edge lengths as discriminant parameters. Then, comparing
the motif triangles to macromolecule triangles and, for the resulting matchings, by voting a candidate RP location – through a particular GHT implementation – the motif existence can be
established.
The results show that the candidate RP is located with very high
precision and the motif is retrieved from the macromolecule with
the expected number of contributions. In the experimented cases,
due to the high precision in the edge model lengths, the integration
on a neighborhood of the vote was completely unuseful (in fact the
motif is deﬁned directly on the macromolecule data).
It can be concluded that the proposed approach based on the
GHT is very effective for protein motif matching and retrieval. This
new approach to compare motif and protein represented by SSs is
simple to implement, robust, computationally efﬁcient, and very
fast with respect to the other implementations, even with GHT approach (Cantoni and Mattia, 2012).
In this paper we discussed a new tool, in which the structural
components were represented by oriented 3D segments (with possible detailed attributes such as a type attribute of the segment, i.e.,
in proteins, helix or spline or even a more detailed description).
Here we identify directly the motif on the macromolecule under
test and we show how effective and efﬁcient is the technique. In
a more application oriented paper, we will discuss the modeling
statistics and the adoption of a suitable metric for standard protein
motifs (that is for a homologous structural blocks common to different proteins), so the focus will be a common component for a set
of proteins that performs a similar function, not restricted to a
block instance of a given protein.
Since user-friendly and publicly accessible web-servers represent the future direction for developing practically more useful
models, simulated methods, or predictors (Chou and Shen, 2009),
we provide the SSTerns Occurrences package to experiment our
proposal in: <http://vision.unipv.it/bioinformatics/tools.php>.
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